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About This Game

Floor Kids is a one-of-a-kind breakdancing game featuring a unique trick-style rhythm gameplay. Innovative controls allow you
the freedom to play the way you like with a dynamic scoring system that rewards your moves based on musicality, originality,
and style. Build up your crew of bboys and bgirls, unlock new venues as you traverse the city, busting hundreds of different

moves and countless combinations on your journey from the corner to the club.

Featuring:

8 unique characters each with 16 moves and over 100 transitions between them
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8 different locations and over 40 different tracks

Stylized hand-drawn animations by award-winning animator JonJon

Original music and sound design by world-renowned scratch DJ/producer Kid Koala

A single-player story mode as well as two-player breakdance battles

Innovative freestyle controls that allows for improvisation and creativity

A scoring system that rewards musicality, originality, feel, and style
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Title: Floor Kids
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Sports
Developer:
MERJ Media
Publisher:
MERJ Media
Release Date: 16 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Portuguese,Russian,Korean,Simplified Chinese
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Pretty decent game for the price. It's legend of grimrock light and does it pretty damn well. It only takes about 4 hours to
complete the game on normal and has a straightforward battle system. There are a lot of things hidden on walls so being aware
of your surroundings helps a lot. A very basic and quick game which has a surprising amount of challenge outside of combat.
Comparatively to other games at $5 on sale, it's below their quality. For a game that opens with a story, it's lacking after the
initial opening.. This game is really cool. I just wish it would be available in HK Apple store. The art is hilarious and the game is
fun. Some abilities constantly bring smile on my face. This game is a little gem!. A heartwarming, challenging, puzzley
masterpiece.
The visuals are cute and the little monster's interactions with the scenery make me smile.
The puzzles are challenging and satisfying.
Do yourself and these talented devs a favor and buy it. "A Good Snowman" is amazing.. i think the game was fun enjoyed it was
short but not too short of a game i beat it pretty quick i did need some help on chapter 7 but other from that it was fun to play
through would i buy it again yeah i deffinitely would would i suggest it yes i would. it's fun, and very hard.. I liked the idea of a
romance between a lady and her butler but the story was too short. In addition I must say that the story design was not that deep.
There were no hard choices to make and no surprises for me. Plus the main character was a bit dull, a 17 year old rich girl,
always asking other people what to do. I miss her own intentions and conflicts. Sorry.
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Wow, this game is great-- a simultaneous turn-based strategy that manages to capture the space combat feel from space greats
like Freelancer and Homeworld, and wraps it in a refreshing take on a genre.. Saw it, liked it, bought it.

I then played for a little over the two hours allowed for a steam refund and crashed the game a total of three times. I may have
gone overboard in trying to increase genetic diversity, and will conduct further tests. Could be just poorly optimized for how I
want to play, but it's fun watching demon pickles evolve into different kinds of demon pickles.. imagine a peanut butter cup
with beans in it like how weird would that be. No sound Mane =(. kimea young man singh

game teek aa yaar,,, bahut vadia, bhai ji

ai game perfect nahi aa

ek gaal samjhao yaar, game 4:3 da aspect ratio necessary aa? ma game kidhna,, 16:9 da vich ma kidhna

challo koi naa, game masaaki, good devlopmnt,,
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EDIT:
game is 16:9 now,,,,. Love this little game! Some things could be better but it is getting there. This would be a great
Android/iOS game.. 30+ minutes of pulse accelerating gameplay. This game is poorly made.
Looks bad, handles bad and is in dire need of a proofreading.
The music is decent, but that's about the only positive thing I can say.

This was a waste of time and money, so I'll be refunding it.. While most of the levels are fair, this game does a very poor job of
introducing the player to new concepts. Every new obstacle is introduced immediately next to another hazard that you are
guaranteed to bump into on your first run. I mean, the first enemy is firing at you while you're still trying to figure out what the
controls are. No one told you that you have a double jump or a ranged attack until after you need to use them. The first bounce
mushroom is located directly under spikes before we have any idea what it does. The first rope is over water and the rope does
NOT work like you think it works. I know you're doing this on purpose, Strong Cube, but cheap deaths don't make a game hard.
They make it frustrating and unpleasant. Super Meat Boy is hard, but it always gives you a moment to play with new hazards or
tools. That way when you die, it's because you weren't good enough to win, not because the game didn't tell you all the rules.

The graphics are adorable. Ezy is cute enough that I don't want to violently murder them even after refusing to jump on objects
other than spikes. The rest of the game looks nice, though many sprites don't seem to fit. Looks like the sprites were gathered
piecemeal from various free sprite packs.
I love how the spiked boulders have collision physics even though they never slow down for longer than a second.

It's a decent game, especially for the price.
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